
 

Developer 
Location: Home based - Head Office London, Waterloo 
Salary: TBD 
Desired Start Date: As soon as possible 
 

About Strategic Blue 
Strategic Blue has a unique offering which allows businesses to adopt cloud technologies 
when previously procurement blockers may have existed.  With a specialism in trading, 
Strategic Blue is pushing to create an environment to allow this in the Cloud Market. 
 
Created in 2010 out of Morgan Stanley, Strategic Blue’s founders have been waiting for the 
Cloud Market to catch up to their vision.  Finally, the stage is set, and Strategic Blue are 
ready to deliver on the opportunity presented. 
 
Strategic Blue is now at an exciting phase of its development as a business, with large 
growth anticipated in the forthcoming months. 

About Technology at Strategic Blue 
We have a small, but growing, development team, and employ a predominantly agile 
development workflow.  Developers spend a lot of their time pairing, and can collaborate 
freely with other parts of the business.  Our technology is mostly based around the Clojure 
ecosystem, on both back-end and the front-end, though we are always open to discussions 
about evolving our technology stack.  The domain we work in is a mixture of finance and 
cloud computing, so expect to learn a great deal about how cloud usage is measured, 
commitments are traded, and costs are calculated. 

Main purposes of the job: 
This is a great opportunity to influence the way software products are developed at Strategic 
Blue, and as part of a team you will likely be: 
 

● Building and maintaining internal services written predominantly in Clojure 
● Learning about Cloud Computing, Event Sourcing and Stream Processing 
● Building modern front-ends in ClojureScript/Reagent 
● Collaborating with our product people to define requirements 

Key results/objectives:  
● Deliver new product features as required 
● Gain an understanding of cloud computing 
● Share knowledge by pairing with other developers 



 

Person specification: 
Whilst working in this role, you will be expected to influence and implement the technical 
design of our software products, and strive to create products which are appropriate, robust, 
well tested, maintainable, and scalable. 
 
You will be: 

● keen to learn 
● able to communicate your ideas clearly 
● comfortable questioning and discussing existing choices 
● pragmatic in your approach to design and technical debt 

 
Experience in any of the following will be useful, but is not essential 

● Relevant languages and their libraries: Clojure, Java, ClojureScript, JavaScript, 
HTML, and CSS 

● Relevant supporting technologies: AWS (IAM, S3, Fargate, CloudFormation), 
PostgreSQL, Docker 

● Working in a CI / CD type environment (we use Concourse CI  - experience with 
Concourse would be a benefit but not a requirement) 

● Working in a predominantly agile development workflow 

Reporting to: 
Tom Denley - Principal Software Developer 

Benefits: 
● Good salary  
● Bonus scheme 
● Flexible working  
● Private medical insurance which includes an online GP 
● Benefit scheme which gives cash back on dental, opticians and physiotherapy  
● Pension matching scheme  
● Fun team building events 

 


